Notes on Current Matters.

In Milwaukee some sentimentalists are waxing sentimentally over the people who are about to abandon the city. They say it is a bad thing to do, that it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much worse thing to stay. The sentimentals say it is not a good thing to do. They say it is a much better thing to stay.
II. WHAT CAPITALISM IS DOING FOR THE FARMER-CLASS BY MEANS OF THE COMBINES. SOCIALISM THE ONLY ESCAPE FOR THE TILLERS OF THE SOIL

by CLAYTON J. LAMB, of Oden, Michigan.

Dear Brawlton J—It is true, as you say, that many Socialists are for the government regulating prices. But do you know that there have been many recent reports from the Socialist factories and the Socialist combines and the Socialist combines and the Socialist combines have not yet gotten the prices regulated? And even if they have, the benefits are limited to the Socialist farms, to the Socialist combines and to the Socialist combines only.
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How Our Criminal Class Is Being Manufatured

THE SMALL SAFE BLOWER RECRUITED FROM THE RANKS OF THE UNEMPLOYED WORKERS.

PUSHED INTO OUTLAWY:

A LIGHT PROPORTION of the professional villains (men and women) in the malevolent classes were originally members of our respectable body of workingmen and women. But it can be shown that there are scores, if not hundreds, of these young malefactors who have been experimented on in this manner, with the result that they have chosen the road of crime.

Perhaps the lack of those protections which the workingmen and women enjoy makes one of the reasons for this course of action. In this way we see poor people turned into the way of crime; the result of the idle hours and idle mind.

Dooley on Bankers. "Bankers is a shallow breed - an easy mark for romance and a peculiarly susceptible occupation for young men. They are very subject to such influences as the handling of dynamics, minnows, and'

GLEANINGS FROM BUSY FIELDS.

When purchasing cigars note that this label is on the box.

CIGARETTE CIGARS.

Union Labels and Shop Cards. The new red and black Union Label is being used by manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes. It designates the place of manufacture and is easily recognized. It is hoped that all manufacturers will adopt this method of showing the names of the workmen employed.

LUMBER SAYS.

Acme Cigar Congratulations.

World's Fair Material.

How to mail a letter to your father.

SHOE SHOUTER STAMP.

Boat Shoes Shall Never Be Aged. We have found that when the shoe is:

DON'T MISS THIS.

Leading men and women of the cigar and tobacco industry are predicting a boom in the coming season. The season's most popular cigar will be the "American"

A CROOS THE POND.

How to mail a letter to your father.
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How to mail a letter to your father.

**Grand Reception, TENNENT'S**
CHICAGO COMRADES.

**Court Order Central, Social-Democratic Party.**

**FREE GEMEINDE HALL**
**SUNDAY AFTERNOON,**
**JUNE 26th.**

**FIRE ENGINE, AMERICAN GEMEINDE HALL.**

Grand Reception, Tenent's Institute.

**4000 MEMBERS.**

**1000 NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS.**

**2000 SOUVENIRS.**

**HOT DOGS, 1 CENT.**

**ICE CREAM, 1 CENT.**

**HIGH CIDER, 1 CENT.**

**FREE CIGARETTES.**

**FREE PUNCH.**

**FREE CONVERSATION.**

**FREE GAMES.**

**FREE SWIMMING.**

**FREE SOCIETY.**

**FREE DANCING.**

**FREE WALTZES.**

**FREE JUMPS.**

**FREE HARDWARE.**

**FREE SHOES.**

**FREE BOOKS.**

**FREE NEWSPAPERS.**

**FREE LECTURES.**

**FREE CONVERSATIONS.**

**FREE SOCIETY.**

**FREE DANCING.**

**FREE WALTZES.**

**FREE JUMPS.**

**FREE HARDWARE.**

**FREE SHOES.**

**FREE BOOKS.**

**FREE NEWSPAPERS.**

**FREE LECTURES.**

**FREE CONVERSATIONS.**

**GRAND CONCERT AND BALL GAME**
**OF THE SOCIAL-DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF WISCONSIN**

The Whitewish Outdoor, Walter Thomas Millet, A. M., will make the principal address at the grand dinner and ball to be held at the Social-Democratic Club, Wednesday, July 16th, at 7:30 p.m.

**$250.00 IN PRIZES FOR GAMES**

**$125.00 IN PRIZES FOR GAMES**

If you have ever heard Walter Thomas Millet speak, you are sure to en-
joy his address on "The Socialism of the Future." He will discuss the present state of the movement, and predict the future of socialism and the Socialist party. The address will be concluded with a question-and-answer period.

**SCHLITZ PARK, Milwaukee Sunday, July 16, 1905**

The Great Event of the Season in Wisconsin

**REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS**

**ADMISSION TO ALL INCLUDING BALL 15C**

**ALHAMBRA MUSEUM, THE BIG BARN, WARREN, IOWA.**

Presented by the ALHAMBRA STOCK COMPANY.

BLUE GARDEN, WARREN, IOWA.

Eric B. Thomas, Agent.

**FOURTH ANNUAL BASKET PIG-N-NOG**
**ARRANGED BY THE 17th Ward Branch, Socialist-Democratic Party, SUNDAY, JUNE 25th, 1905

**HUELBSECK'S GROVE, 2000 ft. above sea level, 25 Min. from the Tower by the 17th Ward Branch.**

Special trains will leave Chicago and Milwaukee at 6:30 p.m. The social hour is at 7:30 p.m.

**BUYING A NEW REFRIGERATOR DEMANDS CAREFUL THOUGHT.**

The photo which you have seen is a representative sample of the model you wish to purchase. It is important to consider the size, style, and features that best suit your needs.

**SACRED HEART, 6218 Marine Ave.**


**PH. GROSS HWD. CO. 236, 238, 239.**

**REINER BROS., CORNERS WALTERS & JOHNS.**

**TEN WEEKS, TEN CENTS.**

**Waukesha Beach.**

**Waukesha Beach.**

**Chicago's Fourth Resort for Health, Hillside and Recreation.**

**BRAND CONCERT AND BALL GAME**

**OF THE SOCIAL-DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF WISCONSIN**

The Whitewish Outdoor, Walter Thomas Millet, A. M., will make the principal address at the grand dinner and ball to be held at the Social-Democratic Club, Wednesday, July 16th, at 7:30 p.m.

**$250.00 IN PRIZES FOR GAMES**

**$125.00 IN PRIZES FOR GAMES**

If you have ever heard Walter Thomas Millet speak, you are sure to en-
joy his address on "The Socialism of the Future." He will discuss the present state of the movement, and predict the future of socialism and the Socialist party. The address will be concluded with a question-and-answer period.